
Designing A 
Journalism

Collaborative



Successful collaborations are built with magnets

There has to be an attraction.

You have to connect the right ends for it to stick.

The bond is strong but not permanent.

The arrangement can change and take different shapes.

The components don't have to be the same or even similar sized to be able to connect.

You can build with many something you could not with only one.



Partnerships

Enable you to cover stories that you lack the RESOURCES to cover independently.

Build TRUST with audiences and create ACCOUNTABILITY between organizations.

Can help you foster DIVERSITY of thought and perspective.

Facilitate being able to both obtain and provide EXPERTISE needed for complex stories.

Expand the REACH and IMPACT of content that needs larger audiences.

Create ACCESS to new topics, regions and sources without duplicating efforts.

Marshall INFLUENCE that you might not be able to create alone. 

Focus ATTENTION of the public on important stories by coordinating coverage.
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Within your organization

Do you have a project in mind?

Does collaboration make sense for what you’re trying to accomplish?

How will collaboration help you achieve your goals?

Is there adequate buy-in from your team and your organization’s leaders?

Do you, your team, and/or your organization have the capacity and the willingness to be 
a good partner?



With your partners

What values do you share?

What outcomes are important to each partner?

Are those outcomes possible with the collaboration?

Can the collaboration accommodate the circumstances of each partner?

What collaboration model fits the goals, desired outcomes and compatibility of the 
partners?
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Planning ahead for shared direction & clarity

What is the scope and timeline of the collaboration?

Is there a set end for the project or a deadline for evaluating whether or not to continue?

What are the strengths, capacity and needs of each partner?

What will each partner contribute to the collaboration?

What are the expectations that apply to every partner organization?

What are the unique expectations for each individual partner organization?

For partners who wish to no longer continue, how will you create a positive off-ramp?



Taking care of the details

Will you have a lead editor, a team of editors and/or a project manager?

Will any of those people be from any of the partners or will a hire be made?

What is the level of formality of the collaboration? Will you need MOUs, financial 
agreements or contracts?

Is the project tied to specific fiscal investments either from outside parties or from partners 
themselves (beyond staff time)? 

If yes, who is responsible for any reporting and communication required? 



The design phase should accomplish multiple things:

— Establishing the scope of the project and the goal of the collaboration.

— Avoiding misunderstood or misaligned incentives. 

— Collectively identifying the distinct strengths, capacity and needs of each partner and 
what each partner can contribute.

— Collectively agreeing on reasonable timelines that make sense for the capacity of the 
partners in balance with the needs of the project. 

— Establishing how leadership of the project will be handled and how those people will 
support the teams and projects. 

— Ensuring the work done has appropriate benchmarks and metrics that will help partners 
evaluate the success of the collaboration. 

— Determining whether additional support is needed if it’s a formal (or contractual 
collaboration) or whether shared clarity on the scope and details is all that’s needed. 
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Keeping things moving

How will all relevant people and parties communicate and what are the expectations for 
frequency and level of participation?

What is the workflow for the project? What tools are involved?

What shared resources need to be established?

How do you account for turnover or a partner departing the project?

What can be documented?

How do you onboard people?

How will regular news and breaking news impact the collaborative work?

How will you handle things if someone goes rogue or disappears?



Plan for the likely events

Unpredictability is the theme of every day in journalism.

In considering how you will manage likely scenarios, you make each possible event less 

disruptive and less likely to cause the need for major regroupings or alterations that may 

reduce your scope, redefine your goals or over-extend your resources.
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Learn and improve

Did a collaborative approach help you achieve the impact you set out to make?

Were goals met?

Would you work with those partners again?

Would you partners be willing to work with you again?

What feedback can be collected from the team?

What were the surprises?

What will you seek to improve next time?

What can you share with partners or the world?



Questions &
Discussion



- collaborativejournalism.org

- bit.ly/collaborativeslack

- projectfacet.org/collaborative-journalism-workbook

- betternews.org/topic/collaborative-journalism/

- Collaborative Journalism Summit, May 14-15 in Charlotte, NC

Resources

https://betternews.org/topic/collaborative-journalism/


Upcoming Webinars

February 12 Introduction to collaborative journalism

February 26 Workflow and technology considerations for journalism collaborations

March 18 Introduction to collaborative journalism

March 25 How to design a journalism collaborative 

April 15 Introduction to collaborative journalism

April 22 Workflow and technology considerations for journalism collaborations



Thank you!
heather@projectfacet.org

@HBCompass

mailto:heather@projectfacet.org

